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T16-N70
180ct. carved Oregon sunstone necklace set in 18K,
accented with 0.50ct. TW diamonds and Tahitian Black
Pearl.
SOLD

 Angela Conty, 2019. All rights reserved.

T16-N71
52.25ct. carved Oregon sunstone petals with pink
and green freshwater pearls and 0.45ct. TW
diamonds set in 18K clasping a double strand of
freshwater petal pearls.
$9200.

T16-N77
24.5ct. carved Oregon sunstone lily and leaf
T19-N102
pendant set in 18K and 14K with 0.20ct. TW
18K pendant with carved strawberries in natural colored
tsavorite with Tahitian black pearl keshi drop.
corals accented with 0.21ct. TW diamonds on hand-woven
14K chain.
SOLD
$3800
Total weight abbreviated TW
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T18-N09
Pendant with carved black
tourmaline trumpet flower
with 1.95ct. TW zircons set in
14K.
$2000.

 Angela Conty, 2019. All rights reserved.

T16-N 73
T16-N84
Carved Oregon sunstone lily set in
42.9ct. carved Oregon sunstone 14K and 18K with 1.75 ct. and .50 ct.
Datura and bud pendant set in 14K natural zircons.
with faceted heart shaped lemon
quartz.
$ 3000.
$6000.

T16-N87
T19-N100

T19-N101

67ct. carved blue opal
pendant set in 14K with Purple grape chalcedony wrapped in 14.5ct. carved Australian opal
indicolite tourmaline, opal 18K with 1.4ct. andalusite and pendant set in 14K/18K/Sterling with
Natural American Freshwater Pearls
beads and Tahitian black pearl. cultured freshwater pearls.
and tsavorite accent.
$6000.
SOLD
SOLD
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T14-N03

T12-N40

18K Necklace with Tahitian Keshi, 2.2 ct. TW fancy
sapphires. Center stone is 4ct. flux grown pink 18K branch necklace with 1 ct. TW pink sapphires, 1.57 ct.
pink tourmaline and freshwater pearl drop.
sapphire with a Tahitian drop.
$9500.
$16000.

T19-N103
14K pendant with carved Oregon
sunstone, freshwater pearls and
zircon accent.
T12-N11

T17-N04
SOLD

Seahorse pendant carved from Blue chalcedony petunia pendant in
Safford agate with 18K and sterling 18K, 1.7ct. TW spinels, 0.20ct.
silver accents, 1.77ct. orange spinel, demantoid garnet and Tahitian keshi.
yellow sapphires and a South Sea
pearl drop.
$5000.
$4000.
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T12-N30
T12-N28
14K multi colored gold pendant
T14-N22
wrapping an Australian opal mosaic
with 0.95ct. TW fancy sapphires.
Sterling and 14K pendant with 10.6
ct. carved Ethiopian rose and
$4500.
chrysoprase drop.

14K pendant with 14.08 ct. amethyst,
0.56 ct. sapphires.
$1800.

$2450.

T12-N36
18K Pendant with 22ct. carved
Oregon sunstone, .07ct. TW diamond
T17-N03
accents and Tahitian black keshi
T19-N104
18K pendant 23ct. carved Oregon pearls.
Ocean green chalcedony pendant in
sunstone, 1 ct. TW zircons and
18K with freshwater chocolate pearl
$5000.
freshwater pearl drop.
and faceted garnet briolette
$3600.
stamens.
$3000.
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T19-N105

T19-N106
Necklace of 7.5ct. TW carved opals set in 18K
with
white
and 14K with faceted sapphire accents on Pendant
freshwater pearl, .30ct. TW
necklace of freshwater pearls.
diamond and black Tahitian
pearl drop capped in 18K
floral accents.
SOLD
T

$2200.

T19-N107
Carved
blue
chalcedony
pendant set in 18K with
golden South Sea keshi and
drop.
$2400.

T18-N06
T18-N01
Carved
Australian
opal pendant
T19-N108
35.5ct. carved Oregon sunstone
with 1.68ct. red spinel with
set in 14K and 18K with
14K pendant with 2 carved Oregon Sunstones Tahitian Keshi.
freshwater pearls on necklace
totaling 39.8ct. accented with 0.25ct. TW
of faceted andalusite beads.
$2000.
diamonds.
$7200.

SOLD
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T16-N17
18K floral clasp/shortener with center cluster of yellow
sapphires, on variety of freshwater pearls.
$4600.

T19-N109
14K and 18K pendant with 2.5ct. TW zircons, peach
colored freshwater floral shaped pearl and chocolate
Tahitian drop.
$3000.
On necklace of faceted Oregon sunstone beads with 18K
magnetic clasp.
$1400.

T12-N29

T14-N49
18K and 14K pendant with 29.75 ct. carved
Oregon sunstone lotus blossoms, green
T19-N110
chalcedony lotus leaf, 1.50 ct. zircons, .05 ct. 14K branch and vine link
diamond and freshwater pearl drop.
necklace with black Tahitian
pearls.
$10000.
$3240.

18K and 14K necklace with
uncut 33ct. natural kunzite
crystal, Tahitian keshi, 2.2ct. TW
natural diamond crystal and
.40ct. pink sapphire.
$3600.
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T15-E28

T17-E02
T18-E09

T18-E10

14K earrings with Carved
18K oak leaf earrings with
14K earrings with 22.5ct. 14K earrings with 22.5ct. Amethyst flower and
golden South Sea pearls.
carved
ametrine
folded carved ametrine folded lemon quartz drops.
flower.
flower.
SOLD
$800.
SOLD
$3000.

T15-R15
T16-E27
T19-E100
18K ring with 2.18ct. kunzite
Sterling ruffled lily with
pink freshwater button 18K branch and leaf earrings and Australian opals.
with South Sea pearls.
$3600.
pearls.
$950.
SOLD

T18-R101
14k and 18K ring with .75ct.
brown diamond, South Sea Pearls
and spinel accents.
$4000.

T16-R17
18K ivy leaf ring.
$1900.

T18-R02
18K ruffle ring.
$1900.

T14-R12
T12-R01
14K double call lily ring
Tahitian pearl in 18K ivy with pearls and 0.25 ct.
ruby.
mounting.
$800.
$1800.
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T14-P04
Palladium Dream Fairy Pin with 22.50 ct. carved
Ethiopian opal, 18K woven tutu, diamond accents, opal
beads, carved Oregon sunstone bouquet.
$12000.

T19-P116
18K acorn and oak leaf pin with golden South Sea pearls.
SOLD

T14-B06
18K, 14K, and Sterling ivy leaf bracelet with 1.6 carat total weight Spinels.
$4600.

T14-B05
Sterling samara seeds with 14K stems accented with freshwater black pearls.
$1600

T12-B04
18K orchid bracelet with Tahitian chocolate pearls.
$2800

